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Abstract
Purpose – The empirical study draws on a crowdsourced database of 221 innovations associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.
Design/methodology/approach – Aside from the health and humanitarian crisis, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused an acute economic downturn in most sectors, forcing public and private organizations to rethink and reconfigure service provision. The paper introduces the concept of imposed service innovation as a new strategic lens to augment the extant view of service innovation as a primarily discretionary activity.
Findings – The identified imposed service innovations were assigned to 11 categories and examined in terms of their strategic horizon and strategic stretch. The innovations are characterized by spatial flexibility, social and health outreach, and exploitation of technology.
Research limitations/implications – As a new area of service innovation research, imposed service innovations highlight strategic issues that include the primacy of customers and the fragility of institutions.
Practical implications – Situations involving imposed service innovation represent opportunities for rapid business development when recognized as such. A severe disruption such as a pandemic can catalyze managerial rethinking as organizations are forced to look beyond their existing business strategies.
Social implications – As a strategic response to severe disruption of institutions, markets and service offerings, imposed service innovations afford opportunities to implement transformation and enhance well-being. This novel strategic lens foregrounds a societal account of service innovation, emphasizing societal relevance and context beyond the challenges of business viability alone.
Originality/value – While extant service innovation research has commonly focused on discretionary activities that enable differentiation and growth, imposed service innovations represent actions for resilience and renewal.
Keywords Service innovation, Pandemic, Disruption, Dynamic capabilities, Resilience

Introduction
As a global health and humanitarian crisis, the COVID-19 pandemic affected society at the macro, meso and micro levels (Finsterwalder and Kuppelwieser, 2020), and its economic and societal effects are unprecedented. For public and private organizations, a crisis such as a pandemic is a strategic challenge, and the associated disruption of demand and capacity, increased uncertainty and financial instability forces a reassessment and restructuring of business operations (Cortez and Johnston, 2020; Kabadayi et al., 2020). Managerial attention is required to assess how the disruption affects customers and employees (Klaus and Manthiou, 2020; Lang et al., 2020; Sheth, 2020; Tuzovic and Kabadayi, 2020). Service innovation to improve existing services and create new ones is one way of coping with the crisis. The pandemic prompted extraordinary interest in innovation, including calls to inspire, initiate...
and coordinate innovations beyond those already designed and implemented. Some of these initiatives were global or national in scope; others emerged at organization or company level. Organizations typically face disruptive changes in their operating environment that emerge at a relatively slow pace and with uneven effects, as for instance in the case of digitalization or the challenges of sustainability. Although challenging, these are moderate disruptions when compared to the unprecedented rapidity and global scale of the pandemic and its aftermath, which impacted all sectors and levels of society. This crisis created a completely new context for service innovation beyond anything in the extant research.

Service innovation has typically been considered a key factor in organizational differentiation and growth (Feng et al., 2020; Helkkula et al., 2018; Kowalkowski and Witell, 2020) and a matter of management discretion. We contend here that a crisis like a pandemic shifts the emphasis from discretionary to forced activity, often to ensure the organization’s survival and resilience. This has quite dramatic consequences, elevating service innovation to a core strategic issue. Applying a strategic lens to service innovation in disruptive contexts, we have developed a conceptual model to capture how organizations have responded to this global crisis.

The study sought to articulate and explore what we characterize as imposed service innovation as a novel phenomenon that contrasts with the common idea of service innovation as a primarily discretionary activity. We argue that a crisis like COVID-19 accelerated innovation not because organizations want to innovate but because they had to. From a strategic perspective, imposed service innovation mitigates negative consequences by triggering a change of mindset and stimulating business opportunities that would not have been considered under normal circumstances (e.g., Nenonen and Storbacka, 2020; Batat, 2020). Our approach emphasizes (1) service innovation as an attempt to retain customers in changing conditions; (2) customer value creation as the foundation for success and (3) strategic reorientation as a managerial response to disruptive market challenges. The paper assesses the implications of the crisis for organizations and suggests avenues for further research.

**Service innovation research and imposed service innovation**

Recent comprehensive reviews of service and service innovation research mainly describe the state of the art before the COVID-19 pandemic. Some of these reviews categorize service innovations in terms of underlying assumptions and epistemologies; for example, Helkkula et al. (2018) identified four archetypes: output-based, process-based, experiential and systemic, highlighting features, processes and actor configurations. Kowalkowski and Witell (2020) anticipate that these archetypes will prevail. Reflecting on the current status of service innovation research, Gustafsson et al. (2020) expressed concerns about the diversity of concepts and approaches and the lack of cumulative research. In their overview of service design and innovation research, Antons and Breidbach (2018) noted this diversity and suggested that different topics should be combined to explore, for example, how dynamic capabilities enable organizations to engage in service innovation and business model development. Furrer et al. (2020) reviewed service research over a period of 27 years and again noted the diversity of research themes. Their synthesis identified a strong emphasis on operational and organizational issues.

These reviews characterize service innovation research as diverse in approaches and concepts but narrow in empirical scope. We argue that a strategic lens can provide a more extensive account of service innovation beyond current theorizing and that this strategic perspective is needed in disruptive circumstances such as a pandemic. To that end, we propose to extend the service innovation literature by introducing conceptual frames from strategic management to capture the strategic role of service innovation in disruptive contexts. We contend that the disruptive consequences of the pandemic trigger a reframing of service innovation that is also relevant in other instances of critical disruption.
Because disruption is an important topic in strategic management, this research can contribute to studies of service innovation. For example, research on dynamic capabilities (Teece, 2007; Baden-Fuller and Teece, 2020) and managerial sense-making (e.g., Hamel and Prabhalad, 1994) highlights the importance of noticing and responding to changing conditions by “...sensing... opportunities and persuading others that such opportunities are worth pursuing speedily with the resources at hand supplemented by those of alliance partners” (Baden-Fuller and Teece, 2020, p. 2). Similarly, a recent managerially oriented framework for value proposition development includes strategic consideration of the fit between business model and customer needs in dynamic markets (Payne et al., 2020). In normal times, business models and service offerings are established and fine-tuned to customers and competitors in the industry. At times of severe market disruption, offerings and business models can become obsolete as a consequence of changes in customer behavior and value creation patterns. It then becomes a matter of urgency to challenge managers’ mindsets in pursuit of an effective strategic response. The strategic management literature suggests that managerial sense-making plays a key role in responding to disruption (e.g. Baden-Fuller and Teece, 2020).

We coined the term imposed service innovation to highlight the strategic and progressive actions required following extreme disruptive changes in the surrounding environment. The term denotes critical and enforced responses to sudden and unforeseen disruptions that require transformation of the service offering and business model within the constraints of available resources and operations. In contrast, existing studies of service innovation have typically focused on discretionary service innovations, which are effectively the opposite; as proactive responses to gradual change in the surrounding business environment and marketplace, innovations of this kind are driven by differentiation and growth incentives and are initiated at the organization’s own discretion, with less immediate time pressure. The notion of imposed service innovation introduces a novel strategic lens that informed our empirical investigation of innovations prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Method
The empirical study was conducted in collaboration with the Dutch consumer foresight company TrendWatching and its Business of Purpose initiative. To that end, we accessed a database containing innovations triggered by COVID-19, which is available publicly on www.covidinnovations.com. Initiated in March 2020, the database includes voluntary crowdsourced information submitted to TrendWatching regarding innovations related to the pandemic. Each record contains a time tag, description, and categorization by sector. By April 27, the database included 702 innovations covering 24 sectors; the largest categories were health and fitness (103), food and beverages (76), information technology (75), media and entertainment (74) and retail (57). The dataset included 179 duplicates (innovations tagged in two or three categories), and these were removed. Applying the elimination criteria (described below) led to the removal of 385 innovations, and the final dataset included 221 innovations. The database represents a unique collection of innovations imposed as a result of the pandemic, which are diverse in terms of themes and strategic characteristics. The intention was not to assess the uniqueness and success of these innovations but to explore the nature of responses to the pandemic. While recognizing the urgent need for medical and healthcare innovations, we excluded those related to vaccines, medicine or medical services and equipment developed to treat the disease. We also excluded innovative protective gear, sanitation products, ventilators, and hands-free devices designed to mitigating the direct consequences of the pandemic. We furthermore include exclusively innovations for consumers and citizens as users and customers.

The findings were coded and analyzed by the authors. Each innovation was assigned to thematic categories that emerged inductively and related to the empirical context and content
of the innovation. To capture customer relevance, we focused on the technical, functional, temporal, spatial and social value components of the innovations (Heinonen et al., 2013). Simultaneously, we coded the innovations along two strategic management dimensions, which we labeled strategic stretch and strategic horizon (Figure 1). These are grounded in theories of dynamic capabilities and managerial sense-making (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994; Teece, 2007; Baden-Fuller and Teece, 2020). Strategic stretch refers to the degree of change in sense-making, business model and resource requirements (ranging from low – adjustment of existing business model and offerings – to high – major changes and reconfiguration of business model, offering, and strategy). Strategic horizon refers to the response timeframe (ranging from short-term – relevant during and immediately after the crisis – to long-term – likely to extend beyond and remain in place after the crisis). In combination, these two dimensions indicate the extent of strategic rethinking required to launch the innovation.

Findings: imposed service innovations
The thematic categories and the strategic characteristics of the innovations are described below. The number of innovations in each category is provided only for descriptive purposes.

**Thematic categories**
The empirical context and content of the innovations generated 11 thematic categories, each of which is illustrated by representative examples.

Social initiative innovations (N = 33). Social initiative innovations rest on individuals' generosity to local businesses, the environment and citizen groups. Many of these innovations have a social dimension, focusing on societal well-being by providing platforms for economic or behavioral actions in the community, including websites for making online donations, expressing gratitude or offering support. Examples include the US startup Forward [1], a primary care service that supports nonCOVID patients during lockdown; the Kindness of Strangers platform [2], which enables individuals to donate their expertise to others and the Caremonger [3] and NextDoor [4] platforms, which connect helpers with those in need of everyday assistance.

Delivery innovations (N = 32). A second category relates to contactless or remote delivery through robots, drive-through, or community-driven deliveries. For example, many Asian retailers use robots to deliver groceries. The French supermarket group Carrefour [5] collaborated with the on-demand meal delivery service Uber Eats to offer home groceries...
Supermarkets also began to offer online shopping with home delivery, turning their stores into order fulfillment sites. Similarly, many hotels, restaurants and bars now provide takeaway and drive-through options. Some restaurants have been transformed into so-called “dark” kitchens [6], where meals are made in isolation for delivery to customers. Other innovations relate to the timing of service delivery; for example, supermarkets offer online booking and scheduling [7], as well as dedicated shopping hours [8] for vulnerable customers. These innovations incorporate temporal and spatial value elements that focus on the time and location of service delivery and use.

Physical distancing innovations \((N = 30)\). Physical distancing innovations ensure the implementation of health and safety measures and sufficient distances between individuals, based on both tangible and intangible technical features. Examples include wearables and devices such as the mechanical Fortum Vipu [9] (for opening doors without touching the handle); the smart device Aura Aware, [10] which helps to maintain a safe physical distance from others; and the SafeHands bracelet [11] for monitoring facial contact behavior. Intangible physical distancing innovations include mobile phone apps such as Snapchat’s My Social Distance AR [12] lens, a visual aid to help maintain safe physical distancing in public spaces. The spatial and social value components of these innovations focus on the spaces and settings in which individuals move.

Remote presence innovations \((N = 26)\). Remote presence innovations enable users to be mentally present at one location while physically located at another place, as in virtual travel and experiencing cultural locations from one’s own home. Restaurants, artists, and other service providers also offer applications that allow one to experience their services virtually or remotely. For example, the UK brewery Signature Brew developed the product bundle Pub In A Box [13] to bring the pub to customers’ homes. Others using technology to support remote real-time presence at different venues include Japanese student graduation ceremonies involving Minecraft [14] or robots [15]; virtual dinner tables by the Finnish dairy company Valio [16]; and virtual office parties [17], theme hangouts [18], and group events [19]. The location-specific and real-time components of these innovations offer high levels of temporal, spatial and social value.

Entertainment innovations \((N = 21)\). These innovations provide entertaining, relaxing and pleasurable content such as live online music performances and sports events. Examples include the virtual NBA 2K tournament [20], the livestreamed SXSW festival [21], and ATP Tennis Tour [22] online betting. These innovations often involve diverse groups of content providers, retailers and NGOs; offering engaging activities to counteract boredom, they provide functional and social value.

Health and well-being innovations \((N = 20)\). Mental health innovations bring meaning and reduce stress and anxiety. Examples include Wanderble’s Mindfulness in Isolation [23] course; the mental health app My Possible Self [24], offering psychological strategies and coping skills; and Artezen’s creative therapy workshops [25]. Other less obvious innovations in this category include retailers that have transformed their customer service channels to provide mental health support [26].

Physical health innovations that encourage individuals to move and keep physically healthy include StepSetGo [27]—a series of challenges to encourage indoor steps—and Moments2Move, [28] with regular browser alerts to encourage movement. The KeepMoving platform [29] enables users to run the Düsseldorf Marathon without exposure to others, tracking their movement on an indoor treadmill or outside on a running track. Health and well-being innovations provide functional value by supporting everyday life processes.

Professional consultation innovations \((N = 18)\). Many retailers have created online services to complement declining store sales. These professional consultation innovations draw on the in-store customer service experience to provide guidance, resources and support for customer self-service. For example, the beauty brand Kiehl’s turned its sales personnel into...
virtual consultants [30] to provide individuals with customized consultation and support via video or text chat. Clinicians are also using medical software to offer patients contact-free consultations, real-time diagnostics [31], and medical examinations. Bakeries and restaurants have developed resources and self-service kits [32] to support in-home meal preparation. All of these innovations provide spatial and functional value by offering customized services that meet specific personal needs in a customer’s own home.

Social connection innovations (N = 18). While remote presence innovations provide access to virtual experiences, social connection innovations focus on connecting individuals and fostering a sense of coexistence. Many such innovations address individual relationships and communication; the Goodnight Zoom [33] storytelling app, Google’s Vemos [34] and Netflix Party [35] support joint streaming of movies and TV series, and this category also includes social gaming and virtual dating innovations [36]. These innovations incorporate a clear social value component.

Education innovations (N = 11). Education innovations developed by diverse organizations with pedagogical intentions support distance learning and knowledge development. Examples include educational platforms [37] developed by zoos and museums to share livestreams, behind-the-scenes videos and interactive activities for learning about animals or the arts, as well as remote cooking [38], music classes and business webinars. All of these provide technical value in terms of information and educational content, and their synchronous live content also provides temporal value.

COVID-19 experience innovations (N = 8). COVID-19 experience innovations are a collection of manifestations of individuals’ and communities’ experiences of the pandemic. Examples include the Coronavirus Chronicles [39], which collects personal stories from people around the world and the crowdsourced Futurity platform [40], a live digital archive of people’s experiences during the pandemic. COVID-themed foods and treats such as toilet paper cakes [41] have also been developed by restaurants and bakeries. While some of these innovations have general relevance, others target specific groups; for example, the Unfinished Stories [42] platform collects student experiences of COVID-19. These innovations offer outcome-focused and social elements.

Public innovations (N = 3). Some innovations were created by the public sector in response to urgent societal challenges, mainly to redirect existing public resources for the benefit of the vulnerable. Although this is the smallest category, these innovations demonstrate the willingness and ability of public and government actors to respond in innovative ways to community needs. Examples include the European Parliament app, which opens up spaces [43] for the homeless and another for recovering COVID patients. In France, public agencies are offering hotel accommodation and pop-up counselling [44] for victims of domestic violence.

Imposed innovations: strategic ideal types

Despite its pervasive nature, a crisis like the pandemic affects organizations unevenly, ranging from no effect to extreme negative effects. In the present case, the imposed innovations in the database can be categorized into ideal types that range from minor adjustment of the service offering to profound changes in the service offering or business model. Figure 1 summarizes the four ideal types, and the descriptions that follow are illustrated with a hair salon example.

In combination with the thematic analysis, this strategic categorization of innovations shows that all the thematic categories are present in all four types, indicating that all of these are possible options for any organization. Type 1 accounts for the largest number of service innovations, which is logical, as these are the least demanding to envision and implement. Type 4 represents the smallest number, indicating that more advanced situations require profound reflection and involve greater uncertainty. A common feature of these innovations is that they seem to reflect a latent demand. Organizations have sensed and discovered these
before quickly identifying a solution that exploits and stretches their capabilities. In some cases, a new organization emerges from this process. Serving as a trigger, the pandemic has lent energy and direction to innovation work that is unlikely to have been initiated in normal circumstances.

**Type 1. Short-time horizon/low strategic stretch (N = 103).** The first type of service innovation addresses customers’ immediate concerns and relates essentially to coping strategies for “riding out the storm.” New services of this type modify or adjust existing services to meet the new requirements without changing the business model or strategy. A majority of these are social initiatives. Many address the immediate challenges of new modes of interaction and delivery; for example, restaurants offer takeaway services and grocery stores offer home delivery or pickup. This type also includes organizations cooperating to form small service systems for customers, as in the case of collaborative delivery systems involving taxi drivers and grocery stores. In the case of the hair salon, one example of this type is the use of face masks when interacting with clients.

**Type 2. Long time horizon/low strategic stretch (N = 21).** Innovations that address an ongoing customer concern in the new situation beyond the immediate present can achieve longer-term effects. In such cases, organizations seek to exploit changes in the market. For example, Facebook released a messaging app called Tuned [45] to enable couples to stay connected while physically separated, and this remote presence innovation may prove useful beyond the crisis. Hair salon innovations of this type would include making house calls to clients.

**Type 3. Short time horizon/high strategic stretch (N = 59).** This type of innovation addresses potential customer demand by using an organization’s resources and capabilities to create a novel service that requires mental, strategic and operational reconfiguration. This type focuses on immediate emerging markets that may not persist beyond the crisis, using existing resources to enable service innovation. This may include cooperation with other companies or organizations in designing and providing the service offering and delivery. For example, German cities have redrawn road markings [46] to create safely distanced bike lanes, which they plan to remove after the crisis. An example from the hair salon might involve trimming dogs rather than cutting hair.

**Type 4. Long time horizon/high strategic stretch (N = 36).** Innovations that remain relevant beyond the crisis reflect more permanent changes in customer aspirations, practices and logics that shift their use of services and processes of value creation. These innovations require strong envisioning to adapt current capabilities and resources to a novel offering. An example is the home leisure trend [47], where individuals upgrade their clothing while spending time in isolation. This trend may persist if there is lasting interest in elegant home clothing. Delivery innovations based on self-service technologies [48] such as vending machines for face masks and hot meals, as well as unmanned grocery stores, may also be of lasting value to individuals. In the case of the hair salon, this might involve training customers to cut their own or others’ hair.

**Discussion**

A massive disruption such as a pandemic can serve as an effective catalyst for service innovations. Our empirical study demonstrates how the pandemic forced organizations to stretch beyond existing business strategies. These imposed service innovations are characterized by spatial flexibility, social and health outreach and technology exploitation as the pandemic triggers changes of enduring relevance that include motives for service innovation; managerial sense-making; the role of customers; the role of external restrictions and the dynamics of institutions, relationships and practices. These have previously been taken largely for granted rather than problematized as service innovation focused on stability and linear development. The emerging innovations are organization-specific responses to
disruption, attesting to the organizations’ dynamic capabilities. In short, the question of whether these are “new” or different, either globally or within an industry, is less interesting than whether they are relevant to customers in terms of value creation. Still, many of the imposed service innovations that emerged from the pandemic are focused on the short term – riding out the storm – rather than envisioning future market opportunities.

Critical reflection on the service literature’s implicit emphasis on discretionary innovations provides several insights. The concept of imposed service innovations highlights disruptive forces of change that must be viewed through a strategic lens, complementing the archetypal structure of innovations based on features, processes and actor configurations (Helkkula et al., 2018; Snyder et al., 2016). As an alternative conceptual frame, the idea of imposed service innovation addresses some of the gaps in the existing literature, such as the primacy of customers and the fragility of institutions. Highlighting the strategic role of service innovation in the context of dynamics, time, space and the organizations’ dynamic capabilities, this new arena for service innovation research focuses on relevance rather than the mere novelty of the innovation. The strategic lens also transforms the notion of service innovation by advancing a societal account that emphasizes societal relevance and context rather than challenges of business viability alone.

For managers, imposed service innovations accelerate critical reflection by challenging baseline assumptions regarding the existing business model and service offerings, as well as current and potential customers. As a consequence of severe disruptions, imposed service innovation are actions for resilience and renewal, rather than differentiation and growth. This in turn requires greater attention and sensitivity to fundamentals in the surrounding environment. Public and private organizations need to (1) recognize collaborative opportunities in the disrupted situation, (2) focus on understanding changed customer contexts and reasoning and (3) develop the agility of the organizations’ capabilities and network of partners. Crisis accentuates the primacy of customers and the recognition that successful service innovations are built on understanding customers and their contexts; without customers, there is no business (Levitt, 1960; Drucker, 1974). In practice, imposed service innovation can inspire new directions and approaches to innovation.

**Limitations and further research**
This study would benefit from longitudinal data on imposed service innovations. The present data refer to developments emerging from the COVID-19 pandemic, and at the time of writing, their success remains unclear, either for the organization or from the perspective of customers and users. Additionally, the study provides no information about service development and design processes or organizational reasoning. These limitations clearly invite further research. In line with Kabadayi et al. (2020), future research should also examine how variations in national and local government approaches to the pandemic have created different business circumstances, influencing how companies can or must adjust their operations. In general, the specific reasons and triggers for imposed service innovations, including policies, financial challenges and customer reactions, indicate another direction for future research. Building on the notions of sensitivity to the surrounding environment and the changed context among individuals and in societies, further research should also address how imposed service innovations trigger new insights that traditional discretionary service innovation fails to disclose.
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